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Two of  my recent birthday cards featured photographs by James Ravilious. This was no accident, the  
senders know of  my enthusiasm for his work, they have even walked round some of  his haunts in 
Devon with me. 
 
James Ravilious would have thought of  himself  as a documentary photographer; recording Devon 
rural life in the closing decades of  the last century. Apart from dedication, patience and a charming 
manner he had another attribute which helped him as a photographer; he was the son of  the great 
artist/designer/engraver Eric Ravilious. He had the genes. 
 
James was clearly looking for an artistic career but was steered away from painting by a fear of  
comparison with his father, even using a different name at college to avoid it. Photography was the 
answer, something which was sparked by a visit to a Henri Cartier-Bresson exhibition. He must have 
been drawn by the strong element of  design in HCB’s work. (Something which Ian McNab has talked 
to us about). 
 
He was still a beginner at photography when, on moving to Devon, he was asked to contribute to the 
Beaford Archive, a record of  the rapidly disappearing rural lifestyle. Chris Chapman, photographer and 
film-maker, recalls how he helped James with some of  the basics of  photography in the early days, 
achieving that particular look that he wanted in his pictures. To get highlight and shadow detail he used 
faster film over-exposed and underdeveloped, together with the older Leica lenses, which had a certain 



softness and yet could render detail. He liked the contra-jour lighting which pervaded the look of  Samuel 
Palmer’s drawings and paintings and is so dominant here. He made deep lenshoods to shoot like this, 
avoiding flare. The look of  his prints was something he worked on for many years. 
 
One of  those birthday cards has used Old Tractor in nettles (Dolton). Dolton was his home village and he 
would have seen this tractor many times. The shot is clearly against the light, hiding details of  the 
tractor itself  but what a burst of  light! 
 
The composition follows diagonals crossing at the apex of  the steering column and levers, look at the 
line; corner, nettle, hub apex, tree.  Ian McNab talked to us about compositional lines in Cartier-
Bresson’s work, especially the one called Triangles in Lightroom. Lightroom will display an overlay of  
several classic compositional guidelines. I thought it would be interesting to look at these and see how 
they fit this particular picture. 
 
We start with Triangles
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< How well this “Golden Spiral” line fits. 
  
America photographer Edward Weston once commented to the 
effect that the photographer’s “eye” came first and the lines 
fitted to them but it is useful to look for these keylines as you 
take the picture or process it. It is easy to imagine Cartier-



Bresson waiting for his moving elements to drop into the lines, his painting tutor was obsessed by them. 
 
Triangles, spirals, thirds all somehow give your picture a pleasing structure – and that is what 
composition means. 
 
Composition was so important to him that James had every print he made rubber-stamped on the back;  
“Do not crop”. He even like the negative edges to show in the print. 
 
Composition is not everything, of  course, content is vital. There are sometimes great finds within a 
picture like this. One can wonder how much they are choices made by the photographer and how much 
happy accidents. 
 
The title Old tractor and nettles, surely is prompting us to look at the nettles. Look how they echo the 
shape of  the tractor, one stem even curls as if  imitating the rear wheel, another smaller stem gives a 
start to the diagonal from the right bottom corner. 
 
One choice James will have made is the positioning of  the tree, making not just one of  the 
compositional elements but imitating an explosion of  gases issuing from the exhaust, bringing the 
defunct machine to life for a moment. 
 
Another detail just amuses; the seat. Clearly the driver was determined to have some comfort, because a 
sprung seat, in skeletal form only now, is visible – and a backrest. 
 
The tractor is also symbolic. Symbolic of  the dying rural life which James spent over half  his lifetime 
recording. 
 
James Ravilious died in 1999. His work can be seen on a website created by his son Ben. 
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